Grade 2, Module 6

Core Focus
•
•
•
•

Exploring and using the make-ten strategy for addition
Using place value to add two-digit numbers
Measuring length in centimeters and meters
Using line plots to record length

Addition
• Becoming conﬁdent with powerful mental strategies such as make-ten and
use-doubles is important as addition and subtraction are extended to larger numbers.
• Paper and pencil computation will come later, once students have developed skill
and understanding with simple mental calculation.
• Students use the make-ten strategy they learned in Grade 1 to solve unknown
addend stories (e.g. stories where the total and one part are known but the other
part is unknown, as shown in the example below).
6.2

Working with Make-Ten Fact Families

Sofia bought the book that costs $9
and one other book as a present for a friend.
She spent $16 in total.

$7
$9
$6

What was the price of the other book she bought?
How could you figure it out?

I could start at 9, count on 1 to make 10,
then add 6 more to make 16. The total of the
amount I added is the price of the other book.
What other way could you figure out the price?

In this lesson, students use the make-ten addition strategy to ﬁgure
out the unknown value.

• Students use a number line to show their thinking when using the make-ten strategy to
add a two-digit and one-digit number. They break apart the one-digit number to jump
from the two-digit number to the nearest multiple of ten, and then add on the rest.
• Students extend the use-doubles strategy to adding two-digit numbers (e.g. see
22 + 20 and think double 20 + 1).
6.5

Extending the Doubles Addition Strategy

What numbers can you double easily in your head?
What are some pairs of numbers
that are almost doubles?

$37

How could you use doubling to figure out
the total cost of these two DVDs?

Ideas for Home
• To reinforce the make-ten
strategy, use a deck of
playing cards and separate
the 4–6 cards into one
stack and the 7–9 cards into
another stack. Flip over the
top card from each stack
and ask your child to ﬁnd the
total. Ask them to describe
their strategy (e.g. for the
cards 4 and 7, your child
might say “7 and 3 make 10,
and one more makes 11”).
• Name a quantity under 20
and tell your child one part.
Ask them to name the other
part and explain how they
know. Challenge your child
to write the four related facts
for the fact family.
Glossary
Students identify the parts
and total, then complete
the number sentences that
create a fact family.

$35

13

•
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Double 30 is 60. 7 plus 5 is 12.
60 plus 12 is 72. So 37 plus 35 is 72.
What is another way you could figure out the total cost?

In this lesson, students use doubles and near-doubles to solve addition problems.
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I know double 30 is 60 and double 5 is 10.
Double 35 must be 70. So double 35 plus 2 is 72.
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• Students use place-value strategies that involve adding the parts (tens and ones) of one
or both numbers (e.g. see 57 + 26, think 57 + 20 + 6; or 50 + 20 + 7 + 6, that is 70 + 13).
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• Base-10 blocks and number lines are used to make students’ thinking visible.

• Use a ruler marked with both
inches and centimeters to
measure the length of some
favorite objects at home. Ask
your child to compare the
diﬀerent results, e.g. a toy
might be 11 inches, and 28
centimeters long.

Using Place Value to Add Two-Digit Numbers
(with Bridging)

6.7

How could you figure out the total cost
of these two items?

John used blocks to help figure out the total.

Look at the ones blocks. What should he do with these?

I could start at 28
and add 10 then 6.

How could you use a number line
to figure out the total?

+10
28

20
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+6
38

44
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In this lesson, students break one or both numbers into tens and ones.

Metric Length and Data
• Meters and centimeters are introduced. It is helpful for students to have benchmarks
to think about when estimating metric lengths. E.g. your ﬁnger may be about 1 cm thick
and a doorway may be a bit more than 2 m high.
•

6.10

Ideas for Home

• Cut a 10 cm length of string
or paper. Ask your child to
estimate and then use the
string or paper to measure
the distance between two
objects, e.g. the distance
between a lamp and a book
on the shelf.
• Ask your child to toss a
small ball or beanbag and
estimate the distance of the
throw to the nearest whole
meter. They then check it
with a ruler.

Introducing Meters

What do you know about meters?
Lengths in the
Classroom

Running races in the Olympics use
meters. I know theres a 100-meter
race and a 400-meter race.

Length

Meters

Board

A meter (m) is a little longer
than one yard.

Art table

We have a meter ruler in the
classroom. My teacher measured
how far I could jump.

Glossary
A centimeter (cm) is about
half an inch.

Front wall
Side wall

100 cm = 1 m
What do you think the tally chart is describing?
What does each tally mark mean?

In this lesson, students measure and compare the lengths of longer objects.

Students use a ruler to
measure classroom objects
in centimeters.

• Students measure lengths in centimeters and record the data in a line plot (or dot plot).
6.12

Using Line Plots to Record Length
0

Length from Wrist to Elbow

Ten students measured the distance
from their wrist to their elbow.
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They showed their measurements
in the graph on the right.
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What do you think the numbers
and dots mean?

15
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22

Centimeters

This type of graph is called a line plot or dot plot.
The numbers show the lengths.
Each dot represents one student.

•

“One yard is a little shorter
than one meter”

In this lesson, students measure and compare the lengths of longer objects.
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